
ROBOCASH’S AFFILIATE PROGRAM 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

1. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

1.1. Affiliate – any natural or legal person acceptable to ROBOCASH, which, inter alia, is 

described in Clause 3 of the Terms and Conditions. 

1.2. Affiliate Program – ROBOCASH operated and maintained affiliate program available at 

https://robo.cash/affiliate#join_and_earn whereby Affiliates can receive Registration Awards 

and Investment Rewards from Target Circle AS (company registration No 913 074 319, 

registered address: Storgata 10, 2000 Lillestrøm, Norway), hereinafter referred to as “Target 

Circle”, with whom ROBOCASH cooperates to maintain this affiliate program.   

1.3. Investment Reward – fee of 1% from the Third-Party’s made investments  on the Portal which 

is calculated as per conditions of clause 14 of these Terms and Conditions. 

1.4. Portal – Website of ROBOCASH, which is located at web address https://robo.cash, where 

natural and legal persons can register as Users to use the services provided there.  

1.5. Registration Reward – one-time fee of 5 EUR which Affiliates can receive from third party 

with whom ROBOCASH cooperates to maintain this affiliate program for every new Third-

Party acceptable to ROBOCASH, which registers on Portal using the Affiliate’s URL. 

1.6. ROBOCASH - ROBOCASH d.o.o., registration number: 081224371, registered address: 

Radnička cesta 80, Zagreb, 10000, Croatia, e-mail address: support@robo.cash. 

1.7. Third-Party – any natural or legal person specified in Clause 10.2. of the Terms and 

Conditions and registered on the Portal using the Affiliate’s URL. 

1.8. Terms and Conditions – these ROBOCASH affiliate program terms and conditions.  

2. The Affiliate Program is made available by ROBOCASH for an indefinite time period, and 

ROBOCASH has the right to terminate it or change the Terms and Conditions unilaterally at its own 

discretion and set time limits, considering that the amended version of the Terms and Conditions 

will be posted at the Portal.   

3. During the time period in which the Affiliate Program is running, any natural person who is at least 

18 years old or is a duly registered legal person, and who or which holds any digital channel 

acceptable to ROBOCASH (including, but not limited to blogs, forums, websites, YouTube channels 

or any other video sharing website channels) directly related to finance sector, has the right to 

participate in the Affiliate Program, if the Affiliate has received ROBOCASH’s generated unique link 

to the Portal providing the offer to a Third-Party to become a User, hereinafter referred to as the 

“URL”.  

4. In order to receive the URL and ROBOCASH’s promotional materials, the Affiliate shall contact 

ROBOCASH by sending an e-mail to support@robo.cash.  

5. ROBOCASH unilaterally at its own discretion establishes whether a certain person qualifies to be 

an Affiliate and participant of the Affiliate Program, and has no duty to explain its made decision, 

either its acceptance or denial.   

6. The Affiliate may make the URL and ROBOCASH’s promotional materials publicly available to the 

Third-Party in digital channels directly related to finance sector, unless ROBOCASH informs them 

otherwise. The Affiliate is prohibited from changing, modifying or altering the URL and 

ROBOCASH’s promotional materials.  

https://robo.cash/affiliate#join_and_earn


7. The Affiliate is prohibited from using the URL and ROBOCASH’s promotional materials in any way 

that differs from ROBOCASH’s values or, at ROBOCASH’s sole discretion, may qualify as unfair 

commercial practice. For example, it is forbidden to locate the URL and ROBOCASH’s promotional 

materials in the websites that provide erotic, indecent or deceptive content, in the websites that 

provide gambling or betting services, money-back projects, or upload or download of torrents. In 

addition it is not permitted to use (1) direct partner links from Google Adwords advertising other 

advertising channels, (2) e-mail/SMS spam, (3) forbidden keywords in Google Adwords (also 

Display url), (4) Push, Toolbar, PopUp/ClickUnder, Doorway pages and (5) incentive traffic 

(bonus/cash). If the Affiliate has any doubts whether its activities comply with the Terms and 

Conditions, the Affiliate shall, in order to receive ROBOCASH’s confirmation, contact ROBOCASH, 

by sending an e-mail to support@robo.cash.  

8. ROBOCASH is entitled, at any time, to cancel Affiliate’s participation in the Affiliate Program at 

ROBOCASH’s sole discretion and without providing the Affiliate the reason for such decision, by 

requesting the Affiliate to stop its participation in the Affiliate Program. The Affiliate has an obligation 

to immediately stop its participation in the Affiliate Program if it is requested by ROBOCASH, 

considering that ROBOCASH has no duty to explain the reasons while sending out request to stop 

the participation in the Affiliate Program.   

9. Registration Reward is paid by Target Circle to Affiliate only if all of the conditions and preconditions 

for the Registration Reward set in Clause 10 of the Terms and Conditions have been fulfilled. The 

Registration Reward shall include all applicable taxes for participation in the Affiliate Program and 

respective taxes shall be covered by the Affiliate (if applicable).  

10. In order for the Affiliate to receive the Registration Reward, the following preconditions must be 

fulfilled:  

 

10.1. the Affiliate has to be eligible to be part of the Affiliate Program as established unilaterally 

by ROBOCASH and the Affiliate has not breached the Terms and Conditions;  

10.2. the Third-Party is a duly registered legal person or a natural person who is at least 18 years 

old and was not registered on the Portal as a User at the moment when the Third Party 

arrived at the Portal using the Affiliate’s URL and submitted the ROBOCASH user 

registration application on the Portal; 

10.3. the Affiliate holds any digital channel acceptable to ROBOCASH (including, but not limited 

to blogs, forums, websites, YouTube or any other video-sharing website channels) directly 

related to finances where the Affiliate makes the URL and ROBOCASH’s promotional 

materials publicly available to the Third-Party; 

10.4. while the Affiliate Program is available the Third-Party has been registered in the Portal, 

arriving at the Portal through Affiliate’s URL, which was made publicly available by the 

Affiliate and using the internet browser that has enabled JavaScript and has disabled any 

and all ad-blocking plug-ins or services. 

11. Target Circle pays the Affiliate the Registration Reward for each Third-Party following a 30 (thirty) 

day period from the moment the particular Third-Party registers at the Portal and also pays the 

Investment Rewards if any is due. 

12. If during the time period in which the Affiliate Program is running more than one Affiliate’s URL has 

been made publicly available to the Third Party, the Registration Reward will be paid to the Affiliate 

by Target Circle through whose URL the Third party has arrived at the Portal and submitted the 

ROBOCASH user registration application on the Portal. 



13. Investment Reward, if such is due, is paid by Target Circle to Affiliate in 3 (three) instalments only 

for the first 1 - 30-day period, 31 - 60-day period, and 61 – 90-day period following day when the 

respective Third Party has been registered in the Portal. All applicable taxes regarding Investment 

Reward and Registration Award shall be paid by the Affiliate (if applicable) depending on the 

applicable law. 

14. Investment Reward shall be calculated and paid solely by Target Circle to the Affiliate and 

ROBOCASH bears no responsibility regarding the made calculations and due and/or made pay-

outs of the Registration Awards and/or Investment Awards, considering that Target Circle calculates 

the Investment Reward due to the Affiliate for each new Third-Party and its outstanding balance on 

the Portal for 3 consecutive periods of time, considering the following:  

14.1. Investment Reward Calculation periods are: 

14.1.1. 1 - 30-day period, hereinafter referred to as “First Calculation Period”, 

following day when the respective Third Party has been registered in the Portal 

during which Target Circle calculates the due Investment Reward by applying 

1% to the average balance amount of the Third-Party on the Portal; 

14.1.2. 31 - 60-day period following day when the respective Third Party has been 

registered in the Portal and 61 – 90-day period following day when the 

respective Third Party has been registered in the Portal, during both of which 

Target Circle calculates  the due Investment Reward by applying 1% to the  

increased daily average amount of the balance of Third-Party on the Portal for 

the current calculation period compared to the daily average amount calculated 

during the First Calculation Period, considering that no fees are due if  the 

amount is equal or less than the amount derived in First Calculation Period.  

15. In order for the Affiliate to receive the Investment Reward, the following preconditions must be 

fulfilled: 

15.1. the Affiliate has to be eligible to be part of the Affiliate Program as established unilaterally 

by ROBOCASH and the Affiliate has not breached the Terms and Conditions of the Affiliate 

Program; 

15.2. the Affiliate has received the Registration Reward for the respective Third Party. 

 
16. By filling out and submitting the application form at https://robo.cash/affiliate#join_and_earn the 

Affiliate certifies that it has acquainted with the Terms and Conditions, and agrees to Terms and 

Conditions. Legally binding legal relationship between the Affiliate and ROBOCASH is in force and 

governed by the Terms and Conditions from the moment ROBOCASH accepts the particular 

Affiliate as participant of the Affiliate Program.   

 

17. Legal relationship between Affiliate and ROBOCASH shall be governed by the Terms and 
Conditions that were published on the Portal at the moment when the particular Third Party 
submitted its ROBOCASH user registration application to ROBOCASH. 
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